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3.2.6.11 Current Pulses in the Electronegative Glow Phase 
of the SF 6 Spark and in the corresponding D.C. Glow 
Discharge 

3.2.6.II(i) General description of the pulses under both 
spark and d.c. conditions 

Within certain ranges of applied voltage and gas pressure, sharp current

pulses are observed to occur in the electronegative glow phase of the SFs

spark. These pulses appear on the oscillograms of Fig. 3.2.2.(iv)a and b,

which depict current and voltage development in a 0.8 Torr SF 6 spark, pulsed

in the metre-gap at 12.00 kV and 12.50 kV. In Fig. 3.2.2.(iv)a, the current

pulses are seen to decrease in amplitude with time from about 100 mA, and to

increase in frequency from about 40 kHz, until they eventually disappear at

a time just before the transition to the dissociated glow phase. This trend

is accompanied by a very gradual increase in the base-current on which the

pulses are superimposed. This base-current is not well resolved in

Fig. 3.2.2.(iv)a, but averages about 5 mA and attains a value of approximately

20 mA when the pulses disappear. Another feature that is difficult to resolve

in this figure is an increase in the width of the current pulses with

increasing base-current and frequency. From Fig. 3.2.2.(iv)b, it can be seen

that compared to the 12.00 kV spark, the base-current in the 12.50 kV spark

is larger, the average pulse frequency is higher, and the pulse amplitudes are

generally lower. This oscillogram highlights the fact that the pulses are

obtained only within a limited range of discharge base-current. By increasing

the applied gap voltage, the base-current amplitude increases to a stage

where no current pulses are observed. This can be seen in Fig. 3.2.2.(iv)c.

For a particular set of experimental conditions, the pulses have been found

to be very repeatable from shot-to-shot provided a fresh fill of SF 6 is admitted

after every three or four shots.

Because the results of some initial experiments designed to obtain

information on the spark current pulses proved inconclusive, it was decided

to look for the pulses under d.c. conditions. A greater range of experimental

techniques is available under d.c. conditions and in general d.c. results are
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less difficult to interpret. It turns out that current pulses do occur in

low pressure d.c. SF 6 discharges at similar currents and voltages to those

encountered in the electronegative glow phase of the SF 6 spark.

The d.c. discharge circuit used consisted of a stabilized power supply

(Hipotronix, Model 810-100) connected in series with the metre-gap via a

517 k2 resistor. The cathode was connected directly to ground, and the dis-

charge current measured by means of a commercial current probe (Tektronix,

Model P6042) attached around the lead connecting cathode and ground. The gap

voltage was measured using a 1000 X voltage attenuator (Tektronix, Model P6015)

connected between the discharge anode and ground. With the SF 6 pressure at

0.80 Torr, a d.c. discharge was maintained in the metre-gap with a supply

voltage of + 11 kV. Current pulses and corresponding voltage oscillations of

regular amplitude and frequency were observed to occur. Figures 3.2.6.(i)a

and b show these variations on different time and amplitude scales. They

show that when the gap voltage reaches 9.6 kV, a current pulse of amplitude

200 mA and width 1.5 ps occurs, accompanied by a collapse in the gap voltage

from 9.6 kV to 7.6 kV. The discharge current then remains constant at

approximately 3 mA for about 24 ps during which time the gap voltage gradually

increases back to 9.6 kV. When this voltage is attained, the process is

repeated. Current and voltage waveforms of similar appearance were obtained

in the movable-electrode chamber using the same d.c. circuit. The variations

of current pulse amplitude and frequency with base-current were measured in a

2.5 Torr d.c. SF 6 discharge of length 11 cm. The results are plotted in

Fig. 3.2.6.(ii). At very low base-currents	 2 mA) the discharge appears

diffuse and no pulses are observed. Once the discharge current is raised to

about 2 mA, a partial constriction is seen to extend about one-third the

distance into the gap from the cathode end and current pulses of relatively

low amplitude (18 mA) and frequency (12 kHz) are observed. When the base-

current is very slightly increased above the pulse threshold value, the

constriction extends further into the column and is accompanied by a sharp
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Fig. 3.2.6.(i)a	 Oscillogram showing the current trace (upper)

and voltage trace (lower) for a 0.80 Torr d.c.

SF 6 discharge maintained in the metre-gap, for

a supply voltage of 11.0 kV and a series resist-

ance of 517 kO.

Fig. 3.2.6.(i)b	 Oscillogram showing the same traces shown in

Fig. 3.2.6.(i)a	 on a much slower sweep speed.
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Fig. 3.2.6.(ii) Current pulse amplitude and frequency as a
function of base-current in a 2.5 Torr, 11 cm
d.c. SF 6 discharge.
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increase in current pulse amplitude and frequency. At a discharge current

of about 3 mA the pulse amplitude attains a maximum value of about 80 mA.

At this stage the constriction (of diameter rk, 5 mm) extends to within a few

mm of the anode, the surface of which remains covered by a thin, diffuse

layer of luminosity. The pulse amplitude then decreases as the base-current

is further raised, while the pulse frequency continues to increase until it

attains a value of approximately 200 kHz at a base-current of 9 mA. Beyond

this base-current, no pulses are observed. The pulse width is observed to

increase from about 500 ns at threshold, to about 4 its just before pulse

extinction. It appears that pulse extinction occurs when the pulse width and

interpulse period become approximately equal.

The general variations described above in the current pulse width,

frequency and amplitude with base-current in the d.c. SF 6 discharge, together

with the existence of an upper base-current limit beyond which the current

pulses are not observed, are consistent with the pulse properties observed

in the spark discharge. The pulses observed in the low pressure SF 6 discharge

under spark and d.c. conditions appear therefore to be the result of the same

discharge processes.

In the following sub-sections, II(vi), (iii) and (iv), a description is

given of a series of experiments, in which macroscopic measurements are made

on the current pulses, under both spark and d.c. conditions. In II(v), a

description is given of a series of experiments which provides information

regarding fundamental properties of the positive column, where, it turns out,

the current pulses have their origin. In II(vi), the experimental results are

discussed and conclusions are made regarding the processes which generate the

current pulses.

3.2.6.11(ii) An investigation of the role of the external circuit 

(a) $park circuit 

Despite the evidence suggesting that the pulses occurring in both the

spark and d.c. discharges are due to the same fundamental processes, a check

was made to confirm that the pulses in the spark are not due to any instability
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associated with the thyratron unit. The CX1140 hydrogen thyratron was physically

disconnected from the metre-gap circuit and was replaced with the mechanical safety

switch, S, shown in Fig. 2.2.1. It was found that the current pulses still

occurred when this switch was used to pulse the gap.

An investigation was then made to determine whether the current pulses could

be obtained in the movable-electrode chamber using the 3C45 thyratron pulsing

circuit (see Fig. 2.2.1.). It was found that because the current pulses are

obtained only within a limited range of current and voltage in the electronegative

glow phase, it was not possible to produce them using this low voltage (: 3 kV)

pulsing circuit. In order to produce an electronegative glow phase which has

current pulses, it was necessary to use the higher voltage (CX1140 thyratron) cir-

cuit with appropriate series resistances. Figure 3.2.6.(iii)shows, for example,

the current and voltage pulses obtained in a 1.96 Torr SF 6 spark fired in a 20 cm

gap at 5.43 kV, using the metre-gap circuitry as shown in Fig. 2.2.1. The average

base-current is seen in this case to be approximately 4.5 mA, while the average

current and voltage pulse amplitudes are approximately 8 mA and 50 volts, respect-

ively (here the gap voltage has been measured with the aid of the Tektronix,

type Z plug-in unit mentioned in Section 2.3.1.).

(b) D.C. circuit 

To examine any roles played by series resistance, inductance and capacitance

in the behaviour of the current pulses, these circuit components were individually

varied. The series resistance was varied between 517 Id2 and 1.5 MO while main-

taining the base-current in a 2.5 Torr, 11 cm discharge, constant at 3 mA. As

expected, the base-current and current pulse-height decreased with increasing

resistance. However, changing resistance had little effect on the pulse frequency.

Using a fixed series resistance of 517 kQ, a fixed gap of 11 cm and a base-

current of 3mA, inductance was added in series with the discharge tube, in the

range 2 mH to 50 mH. No variation in the pulse frequency or amplitude was

observed over the entire range of added inductance. Damped, high frequency

oscillations were found to occur however in the interpulse phase, with their

frequency being proportional to 	 These findings suggest that the current
VL

pulses are not due to the electrical instability which can sometimes occur in
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Fig. 3.2.6.(iii) Oscillogram showing the current pulses (upper)

and voltage pulses (lower) found in the electro-

negative glow phase of a 1.96 Torr SF 6 spark

pulsed in a 20 cm gap at 5.43 kV.
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circuits associated with discharges having a negative dynamic resistance

(Seeliger, 1944; Reich, 1939). It has not been necessary to examine the

dynamic i-V characteristics for the discharges presently studied, since it

is known that the frequency of oscillations induced in circuits due to ele-

ments with negative dynamic resistance, is significantly affected by varia-

tions in the net circuit inductance (Reich, 1939).

Finally, the effect of the addition of capacitance in parallel with the

2.5 Torr, 11 cm gap was observed, again keeping the discharge current con-

stant at 3 mA. The effect on the current pulse amplitude and frequency is

shown in Fig. 3.2.6.(iv). As the magnitude of the added capacitance is

increased (over the range, 50 pF to 30000 pF), the pulse amplitude increases

into the ampere range, and the frequency sharply decreases. Beyond a certain

capacitance (" 15000 pF) however, the pulse amplitude saturates at a value of

4A. For constant pressure, gap-length and base-current, it is observed that

the gap voltage reaches the same value at the onset of a current pulse,

irrespective of the magnitude of added capacitance. Two significant points

emerge from this capacitance data. One is that the current pulses appear

to be triggered at a critical discharge voltage, although the time taken to

re-establish this voltage after a current pulse, is controlled by C. The

second point is that with increasing capacitance, the current pulse amplitude

eventually reaches a saturation value which is of the order of 10 3 times the

base-current. These results will be used later in conjunction with the

results of 11(v) to provide an explanation for the fundamental mechanism

producing the current pulses.

3.2.6.1I(iii) A search for travelling waves 

(a) Axial propagation 

The possibility of the current pulses being related to the rapid pro-

pagation of ionization waves down the discharge tube has been examined. The

existence of ionization waves of kiloHertz frequency in the positive column

of low pressure glow discharges is well known (Garscadden, 1978). Ishikawa

and Suganomata (1976), Suganomata and Ishikawa (1978) and Ishikawa et al.
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(1979), studying d.c. glow discharges in low pressure SF 6 , have reported

current oscillations somewhat similar in amplitude, width and period to those

obtained in the present work, and have interpreted them as waves propagating

through the positive column from the anode- to cathode-end at velocities

between 10 7 cm l3 1 and 10 8 cm ; 1 . Ishikawa et al. observed a phase difference

between voltage oscillations induced in two capacitative probes set at

different positions along the discharge tube. These probes each consisted of

a copper wire wound in a closed circle around the discharge tube and connected

to a dual beam oscilloscope via a 0.001 uF capacitor. The authors also

observed that the oscillations increased in amplitude in propagating from

anode to cathode. They were unable to account for the mechanism of their

wave, but suggested that it may be an ion-acoustic shock wave, or one similar

to the so-called "soliton" wave.

In an attempt to detect wave propagation in the present work, the

electronegative glow phase of the spark as well as the d.c. glow discharge

have been examined using a pair of photomultipliers, while the d.c. glow has

also been examined using a pair of capacitative probes.

For the SF 6 spark study, the photomultipliers were placed normal to the

one-metre discharge tube, 5 cm from either electrode. A 0.8 Torr spark was

pulsed at 12.00 kV, providing current pulses similar to those in Fig. 3.2.2.(iv)a.

The light pulses which accompany the current pulses were observed on the

Tektronix, type 551 dual-beam oscilloscope, and a phase difference was looked

for between the response of the two photomultipliers to a particular current

pulse. The photomultipliers used were an EMI, type 9658A model with an S-20

photocathode response (320-850 nm) and an EMI, type 9789QB model with an S-11,

extended u.v. response (175-630 nm). Each photomultiplier had an anode

pulse rise-time of less than 10 ns. Using neutral density filters, the

response of both photomultipliers was checked and found to be linear to

within 5%. To the front end of each photomultiplier, was attached a cylindrical

tube of length 20 cm, which housed a set of three equally-spaced optical stops

with centrally located pinhole apertures. These apertures were each 1 mm in
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diameter and were arranged to be in line with the photomultiplier tube axis.

The inner walls of the aperture housing were blackened with a fine coat of

carbon powder, in order to ensure that only that light emitted by the discharge

directly in line with the photomultiplier axis, would fall on the photocathode.

This was achieved by placing the photomultipliers and their aperture housings

directly against the discharge tube (the maximum solid angle subtended by the

aperture arrangement was less than 10 4 steradians).

Since the pulses in the 0.8 Torr, 12 kV spark commence more than 80 ps

after breakdown, it was necessary to delay the external triggering of the

oscilloscope with respect to the instant of gap voltage application, in order

to obtain nanosecond resolution of the light pulses. This was done using a

suitable delay unit (that of a Lavoie, Model LA-265 oscilloscope) connected

between the "Cossor" pulse generator (see Section 2.2.1) and the recording

oscilloscope. The response of the two photomultipliers to a particular current

pulse is shown in Fig. 3.2.6.(v)a. 	 Here the oscilloscope was triggered some

95 ps after the discharge was initiated. The upper trace represents the light

pulse at the anode end, while the lower trace represents the light pulse

obtained at the cathode end. The pulses have a rise-time of about 750 ps and

a width of about 2.5 ps. The peak of the anode pulse can be seen to lag that

of the cathode pulse by about 100 ns. To check the nature of the delay, the

two photomultipliers were interchanged, and the light pulses again observed.

The results obtained are shown in Fig. 3.2.6.(v)b, where the upper and lower

traces represent, as before, the anode and cathode light pulses, respectively.

It can be seen that the anode pulse now appears to lead instead of lag the

cathode pulse by about 100 ns. It is clear from this, that the delay is an

instrumental effect, and that if the current pulses represent a wave phenomenon,

they would have to propagate across the gap in less than the minimum time

resolvable in the above oscillograms, i.e. in less than 100 ns. This means

that the pulse must propagate at a velocity greater than 9 x 10 8 cm ; 1 . This

is about two to three orders of magnitude in excess of the velocities of

ionization waves of the type observed by Doran (1968) - (see Section 1.1),
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Fig. 3.2.6.(v)a	 Oscillogram showing photomultiplier traces of

light pulses detected at the anode end (upper

trace) and cathode end (lower trace), 5 cm from

either electrode of the metre-chamber, for a

0.80 Torr SF 6 spark pulsed at 12.00 kV.

Fig. 3.2.6.(v)b	 Oscillogram showing the same traces shown in

Fig. 3.2.6.(v)a, but with the photomultipliers

interchanged.
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and about six to seven orders of magnitude greater than the velocities of

moving striations observed in electronegative gases at low pressures (Woolsey

et al., 1965).

When the photomultiplier method was likewise used in the search for

longitudinal wave propagation in the d.c. SF 6 discharge, only an instrumental

delay between the light pulses was evident, as in the SF 6 spark.

A final check for axial wave propagation was made by using the capacitative

probe method of Ishikawa and Suganomata (Zoe. cit..), in a 0.5 Torr d.c. SF6

glow discharge maintained at 3 mA. These discharge conditions are similar

to those used by the above workers (0.05 Torr	 p 4 0.6 Torr, and 0.1 mA

I	 2 mA). The recording oscilloscope was internally triggered by the voltage

pulse induced in one probe fixed close to the anode, and the phase difference

between this pulse and the voltage signal induced in a second probe, was

examined as the second probe was moved over the full length of the discharge

tube. Using a time-scale of 500 ns per division, no phase change was observed

to within 50 ns. Waves with the velocities reported by Ishikawa et al. would

have been easily resolvable on this time-scale. An increase in the amplitude of

the probe signal was presently found to occur from anode to cathode, as observed by

Ishikawa et al., when the circuitry was arranged as in their experiment, with

the cathode at a high negative potential and the anode grounded. Ishikawa et al.

interpreted this as an increase in the wave amplitude as it propagated from

anode to cathode. However, it was presently observed that if the reverse

arrangement was used, with the anode at a high positive potential and cathode

grounded, the probe signal became smaller closer to the cathode. This suggests

that these changes in amplitude of the probe signal may be a circuit effect.

On the basis of the photomultiplier and capacitative probe findings, it

appears that the current pulse phenomenon is unlikely to be a wave propagating

axially along the discharge tube.
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(b) Radial propaga-:ion 

Radially propagating ionization waves have been suggested to occur in

some gas discharges (Kiselevskii and Suzdalov, 1974 - see Garscadden, 1978),

and so some attempts have been made to check the possibility of such a

phenomenon in the present SF 6 discharges. For these investigations, the

metre spark-discharge was used (p = 0.8 Torr, V
applied = 

12.00 kV) and the

recording oscilloscope externally triggered as earlier explained. The two

photomultipliers and their aperture-housings were set at right angles to the

discharge tube and arranged so as to observe light pulses at different radial

positions. A delay between the two pulses was observed, but was always found

to be instrumental to within 50 ns, upon interchanging the photomultiplier

leads. A second experiment was performed in which the p.m. tubes were used

to observe simultaneously, the light pulses at any two radial positions, by

looking down the discharge end. Although optical arrangements were set up

to observe light pulses from specific cylindrical shells, the results obtained

were complicated by end-effects near the ring-electrodes.

An independent technique in the search for possible radial waves was

attempted, in which the current pulses rather than light pulses were examined.

The conventional ring anode was replaced by a planar stainless-steel "multiple-

ring" anode, which consists of a small central disc surrounded by six closely

spaced concentric annular rings. These components were held in position and

electrically isolated from one another by an "Araldite"-based compound. A

phase difference was looked for between current pulses recorded at different

annular rings, assuming that if any radial motion occurred along the length

of the positive column, it would also occur at the anode surface. A finite

delay was observed between current pulses monitored at the central disc

collector (of mean radius, 1 mm) and the sixth annular ring (of thickness

1 mm and mean radius, 12 mm). However, this delay was also shown to Fe

instrumental to within 50 ns. Hence, any radial wave propagation would have

to occur, if at all, at a velocity in excess of 2.5 x 10 7 cm !Tl.
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3.2.6.II(iv) An investigation of the role of the electrodes 
and the electrode gap

It is known that anode and cathode instabilities are capable of generating

oscillations in gas discharges (Gray et al., 1966). To check whether the

observed current pulses may be related to such instabilities, a 2.5 Torr d.c.

SF 6 discharge was maintained in the variable-gap chamber after freshly cleaning

and polishing the electrodes. A photomultiplier was used to examine the light

pulses corresponding to the current pulses, at different axial positions within

the gap and especially at the two electrodes. It was observed that the light

pulses had a constant intensity at all axial positions from anode to cathode.

This suggests that the current pulses are not due to electrode instabilities

such as anode or cathode spots, since oscillations due to such instabilities

are generally observed to grow in amplitude closer to the instability. By

maintaining the d.c. discharge for several minutes, anode and cathode spots

could be obtained. An examination of these with the photomultiplier showed

light oscillations of frequencies much higher than those of the current pulses.

These oscillations were observed to decrease rapidly in light intensity beyond

a few mm.from the luminous spots, while the light pulses associated with the

current pulses remained at the same amplitude for all axial positions. These

observations suggest that the current pulses are not related to electrode

effects.

Information on the origin of the current pulses was obtained by varying

the electrode separation. As the electrode separation is reduced, while main-

taining constant the pressure and the base-current, Cie amplitude of the

pulses decreases and the frequency increases. For a 0.5 Torr, d.c. SF 6 dis-

charge maintained at a base-current of 2 mA, it was observed that when the

electrode separation was reduced to a value where the discharge no longer

possessed a positive column (this separation being 2 cm for the above pressure

and base-current conditions), the current pulses suddenly disappeared.
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The lack of control exerted on the pulses by the electrodes, together

with the need for a positive column to exist if the pulses are to occur,

clearly suggests that discharge processes in the positive column are respon-

sible for the current pulse phenomenon. Furthermore, the apparent lack of

any propagating wave, as indicated by the results of II(iii), suggests that

the pulse-generating processes may take place simultaneously over the length

of the column. In order to gain further insight into the pulse-generating

mechanism, a series of investigations was made into some of the fundamental

properties of the positive column in the low pressure SF 6 glow discharge.

3.2.6.1I(v) An investigation of the positive column

(a) E/N and the mean electron energy at pulse onset in 
the d.c. and spark discharges 

In II(ii), it is seen that the onset of current pulses appears to be

governed by a critical discharge voltage. In view of the results of II(iv)

regarding control by the positive column, an investigation was made to see

if this critical voltage translated into a critical value of E/N for the

column. Results of measurements made for different combinations of pressure

and base-current, under both d.c. and spark conditions, do in fact point to

a critical E/N and hence a critical mean electron energy being attained just

before the production of a current pulse.

From the voltage oscillogram of Fig. 3.2.6.(i)a 	 (which as indicated

earlier, refers to a 0.8 Torr d.c. SF 6 discharge maintained in the metre-

chamber at a base-current of 3 mA), the voltage across the metre-gap immediately

prior to pulse-onset is 9.6 kV, so that the column field (E) at that time is

approximately 86 Vcm	 assuming a cathode fall of 1 kV on the basis of values

obtained in the spark work under similar discharge conditions. The gas number

density (N) in the column of the above d.c. discharge has been measured using

the Lee-Woolsey interferometer. With the scene-beam located on the tube axis,

the discharge was suddenly switched-off, and a fractional fringe shift of

almost exactly one-half was measured in the direction corresponding to increasing

number density. Using equation 2.3.2e, the gas number density in the column
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is thus evaluated to be 1.55 x 10 16 cm 3 . Hence the column E/N-value at pulse

onset is calculated to be 555 Td, at which the mean electron energy is 12.0 eV,

as evaluated, referring to the D/p-data of Fig. 1.3.3.(iv) and assuming a

Maxwellian electron energy distribution in equation 1.3.3v. (The assumption of

a Maxwellian distribution is likely to be reasonable for a glow discharge positive

column. If Kline et al.'s (1979) computed electron energy distribution is assumed

(see Section 1.3.3.(iv)),the mean electron energy is 10.5 eV at 555 Td.).

Very similar values of mean electron energy at pulse onset to that obtained

in the d.c. metre-discharge above, have been measured in d.c. discharges in the

movable-electrode chamber under varying conditions of pressure and base-current.

The threshold column fields in the movable-electrode chamber, have been determined

by measuring the gap voltage at pulse onset at different electrode separations,

under conditions of constant discharge base-current. Due to the nature of the

chamber design however, it has not been possible to measure the gas densities

in the movable-electrode chamber using the Lee-Woolsey interferometer. A thin

chromel-alumel thermocouple of wire diameter 0.12 mm has thus been used to

determine the gas number density in the discharge column from measurements of

the gas temperature in the discharge. The thermocouple unit is inserted into

the movable-electrode chamber through the vertical side-arm shown in Fig. 2.1.1,

using an '0'-ring coupling arrangement. The gas temperatures measured in the

small tube with the thermocouple have been remarkably consistent, for any

particular combination of discharge pressure and base-current, with those

deduced from gas density measurements obtained with the Lee-Woolsey interfero-

meter in the metre-gap, for the same low pressure and low current d.c. discnarge

conditions. This consistency suggests that heat losses at the thermocouple

surface under the present discharge conditions can be neglected. The ideal

gas law has been used assuming constant gas pressure, in determining the

discharge gas density in the movable-electrode chamber from the temperature

measurements. The column fields at pulse onset are shown in Fig. 3.2.6.(vi)

for three combinations of pressure and base-current. The discharge gas tem-

peratures measured during these field measurements varied from 452 K to 605 K,
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but remained constant for a particular combination of pressure and base-

current, to within 2%, during an entire experimental run. These temperatures

are indicated in the above figure. It can be seen that the E/N-values obtained

at pulse onset for the three sets of discharge conditions are effectively con-

stant and give an average value of 529 ± 3 Td. Again assuming a Maxwellian

distribution, the mean electron energy corresponding to this E/N-value is

11.8 eV. This mean electron energy lies within 2% of the value obtained in the

metre-chamber (for a base-current of 3 mA and pressure of 0.8 Torr).

The axial E/N-value in the 0.8 Torr, 12 kV spark discharge pulsed in the

metre-gap (refer to Fig. 3.2.2.(iv)a), has been estimated to be approximately

400 Td at the onset of the pulses found in the early stages of the electro-

negative glow phase. The column field in this spark has been estimated from

the voltage oscillogram of Fig. 3.2.2.(iv)a, assuming a cathode fall of 1 kV,

while the gas density is known from the Lee-Woolsey measurements to have

decreased negligibly from the initial value, at these times. The mean electron

energy thus obtained assuming a Maxwellian distribution, and using the electron

characteristic energy (D/p) results of Kline et al., is 10.5 eV.

These results suggest that the onset of the current pulses in the positive

column is associated with a critical value of E/N which in turn implies a

critical value of mean electron energy. The discrepancy between the values

of E/N measured in the spark and d.c. discharges may be due to a difference in

the electron energy distributions in the two forms of discharge. That is, it

is possible that the onset of a current pulse does occur at the same mean

electron energy in all cases.

(b) A spectroscopic investigation of the d.c. discharge 

A spectroscopic analysis was performed of the low current and pressure

d.c. SF 6 glow discharge, using a half-metre, Ebert scanning spectrometer

(Jarrell-Ash, Model 82-025) in conjunction with one or other of the photo-

multipliers described earlier in II(iii)a. The spectrometer, with a grating

blazed for 5000 X, has the capability of scanning from 1900 A to 9100 A. The

spectrometer was set up so as to view the d.c. discharge in the movable-electrode
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chamber, through a fused silica window attached to the vertical side-arm shown

in Fig. 2.1.1. It was observed that during the interpulse regime, the column

radiation is dominated by atomic fluorine lines (such as 685.6 nm, 690.2 nm,

624.0 nm, 704.4 nm, etc.). Interestingly, it was observed however, that the

light pulses themselves are dominated not by the SF 6 discharge spectrum but by

the second positive band system of nitrogen (C 3 11 11 - B 3 11 ). The most intense

band heads observed were at 337.1 nm, 315.9 nm and 357.7 nm, although other

band heads at 380.5 nm, 375.5 nm and 311.7 nm were also of appreciable inten-

sity (a complete list of band spectra in this nitrogen system is given by

Pearse and Gaydon, 1976). None of the intense wavelengths observed could be

attributed to the other air impurities such as oxygen or water vapour.

(c) The measurement of the negative ion-to-electron number
4ensity ratio (S) in the positive column 

Section 3.2.6.1 shows that the electronegative glow phase is dominated

by negative ions, and, as will be seen, these negative ions play a significant

role in the generation of the current pulses in the positive column. As an

aid to the interpretation of the pulse-generating mechanism, a Langmuir probe

analysis was made of the d.c. positive column in order to obtain data on

electron and negative ion densities. The Langmuir probe technique is one

which is much more readily applied to d.c. discharges than to pulsed discharges.

A cylindrical tungsten probe of diameter 0.3 mm and length 3 mm was built

and inserted into the movable-electrode chamber through the vertical side-arm.

Using an '0'-ring arrangement, the probe could be moved across the diameter

of the discharge tube. The probe was grounded through a 10 0 resistor, and

probe potential V relative to plasma potential was altered by applying to
P

the anode a variable potential relative to ground, with the cathode potential

floating. Probe current-voltage characteristics could then be obtained by

applying this variable potential to the X input of an XY recorder while the

voltage across the probe resistor was applied to the Y input, the latter giving

a measure of the probe current (i ).
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The d.c. SF E, discharge was maintained in the very low-current, diffuse

and pulseless phase, since the probe characteristics obtained in the constricted

(pulse) regime were too noisy to allow detailed analysis. Typical probe charac-

teristics are shown in Fig. 3.2.6.(vii). 	 These were obtained 8 mm from the

anode, on the axis of a 2.5 Torr, d.c. SF6 discharge maintained at 0.35 mA and

0.8 mA. The nearly symmetrical nature of the characteristics to either side of

floating potential V
f
	(at which zero net probe current is obtained),

indicates a very small influence of the electrons on the probe currents. This

is typical of highly electronegative plasmas (Woolsey et al., 1973). Although

careful inspection of the characteristics reveals that the total negative probe

current exceeds the positive current at any absolute value of V (with respect
P

to Vf ), the difference between these is always less than 10%. On account of

this degree of symmetry, V f is likely to be within a fraction of a volt of

plasma (or space) potential V.

The analysis of the probe characteristics requires knowledge as to whether

the probe currents are "orbital" or "space-charge" limited (Langmuir and Mott-

Smith, 1924). Application of the orbital-limited theory requires that the Debye

length A
D 

be of the order of the probe radius r, while the space-charge
P'

limited theory is valid when r 	 AD. For the present investigations, the

ion Debye length has been used in view of the fact that there are very many more

ions (positive and negative) than electrons, so that the former will have

greater control on the space-charge sheaths than the electrons. The ion Debye

length can be taken as

2kT+Eo 2

D	 2
	 (3.2.6a),

n+e  -

where T+ and n+ are the positive (or negative) -..on temperature and number density,

respectively, k is the Boltzmann constant, e the electronic charge, and Co the

permittivity of free space. The ion temperature is taken to be approximately

the same as the gas temperature (around 400 K). An upper limit for X D can be
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Fig. 3.2.6.(vii) Probe characteristics for a cylindrcal probe located
on the axis of a 2.5 Torr d.c. SF 6 discharge, and 8 mm
from the anode. Curve A refers to a 0.35 mA discharge
and curve B, to a 0.8 mA discharge. Both curves have
been obtained in the absence of the current pulses.
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calculated by estimating the electron number density n e from the equation,
n+
	10 2

 
k
/J = n

e
ev

e
 and by taking	 = — = 10 (the symmetry of the probe characteristics

indicate that f3 is in fact substantially greater than 10 2 ). For the low currents

('I, 1 mA) and the low E/N-values Of 450 Td ) in the present pulseless discharges,

n
e
 is of the order of 10 14 m 3 . The upper limit for the ion Debye length is

thus calculated to be of the order of 10 ' mm. Hence r >> X
D' 

which suggests

that the space-charge limited analysis is the appropriate one for the present

circumstances. Further justification for the use of the latter analysis has

been obtained by plotting (i ) 2 vs. V . This curve is linear for orbital-

limited current collection by a cylindrical probe. Non-linear curves are

obtained however, for the present discharges, as shown for example, in

Fig. 3.2.6.(iriii).This plot refers to a 2.5 Torr, 1 mA d.c. SF 6 discharge, with

the probe located on axis and 8 mm from the anode.

n-
It can be shown from the space-charge limited theory that fl 	 is

n	
i

e

given in terms of the ratio of negative ion-to-electron probe current
e P

where both currents are measured at the same probe potential. This relationship

is given by

n-m_rTe

=	 [21.--11n
e	ie P • LT- • me

(3.2.6b).

Here T
e
 is the electron temperature and m

e
 and m_, the electron and negative

ion masses, respectively. The probe characteristics can be used to determine

I- i- 	 at any positive value of V , by a careful comparison of the total positive
Li e_J p	 P

and negative probe currents. This is done assuming that zero probe current is

collected at plasma potential (i.e. V f = V. as discussed earlier) and that the

negative ion probe current, (i_) at +V relative to V
s
, is the same as the total

P

positive probe current, (i+)p at -V relative to V s
, allowing for a mass factor,

discussed below. It is assumed here that n e << n-3 n+ and that n =. n . The+ •	 -

electron probe current, 
(ie)p 

at +V relative to V
s
 is then given by

(iT_ ) p 
- (i+ ) p 1 , where (i

T_ ) p 
is the total negative probe current.

[
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Fig. 3.2.6.(viii)	 A plot of (i,) 2 vs. Vp, for a 2.5 Torr d.c. SF6
discharge maintained at 1 mA, with the cylindrical
probe located on the tube axis and 8 mm from the
anode.
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A correction factor has been introduced in the present analysis, to

account for the effect of the mass difference between the dominant positive

and negative ion species, on (i ) and (i
e

)
p
. It has been assumed that at

P

the low discharge pressures, currents and temperatures operated at in the

present probe work (2.5 Torr, % 1 mA and % 400 K respectively), the dominant

negative and positive ion species are SF 6 and SF 5
+
 (refer to Section 1.3).

Taking n+ n_ and	 = T_, the negative ion current at +V relative to V and
s

the positive ion current at -V relative to V, are in the ratio
s 

2[1=1	 a	 127] 2
= [----	 = 0.93	 (3.2.6c).

m_	 146
p

Thus taking (i ) = 0.93(i
+

)
p
, 
(ie)p 

is given by
P

e p =
	 (im)p - 0.93(1+ ) p l	 (3.2.6d),

where as before (i ) is the total negative probe current at +V relative to
T-_p

V. A knowledge of --.— 	 thus allows	 to be calculated provided the other
e-

p

quantities in equation 3.2.6b are known.

Measurements of probe currents, at ±V relative to V, were made by
s 

measuring the potential difference across the probe resistor with a digital

meter. For probe voltages of ±40 V, positive and negative probe currents, and

[
hence values of A= , have been determined for a point 1 cm from the anode on

i
e

the axis of a 2.5 Torr, diffuse d.c. SF 6 discharge, maintained at various

currents ranging between 0.25 mA and 1.5 mA. The mean electron density was

estimated using the equation

n
e
 = 	 	 (3.2.6e),

Aev
e

where I is the total discharge current, A the cross-sectional area of the

discharge tube, and v the electron drift velocity. An estimate for v
e
 at

e 

the low E/N-values operated at (% 400 Td.) was obtained from the results of

Kline et al., (1979) - see Fig. 1.3.3.(iii). The negative ion temperature,

T_, has been assumed to be of the order of 400 K for the above range of dis-

charge currents, and the electron temperature T
e
 has been taken to be of the
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Fig. 3.2.6.(ix)a Graph of (i_ii e ) vs. discharge current for the very
low current (pulseless) regime of a 2.5 Torr d.c.
SF 6 discharge maintained in a 7.75 cm gap. The
(i.../i e ) values have been determined from the appro-
priate probe characteristic, at a probe voltage of
± 40 V relative to V. For these measurements, the
cylindrical probe was located on the tube axis, 1 cm
from the anode.
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Fig. 3.2.6.(ix)b Graph of the negative ion-to-electron number density
ratio (13) vs. discharge current, derived from the
(i-/ie ) data of Fig. 3.2.6.(ix)a.
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order of 5 x 10 4 K, which is a value typical of electron temperatures in low

pressure and low current glow discharges (von Engel, 1965). From measured

[ i-
values of —.	 shown in Fig. 3.2.6.(ix)a,

-op	
5-values have been calculated using

le

equation 3.2.6b, over the range of discharge current specified above. The

results are shown in Fig. 3.2.6.(ix)b. At the upper limit of discharge current

shown (1.5 mA), beyond which the d.c. probe measurements were not analysed

due to the onset of the current pulses, 5 is 5 x 10 3 . f3 rises gradually to 104

as the current is decreased to 0.4 mA. With further decrease below 0.4 mA, 5

rises more sharply, as the discharge column tends to a positive ion-negative

ion plasma (Woolsey et al., 1973).

3.2.6.II(vi) Discussion and conclusion

The experimental results of the foregoing sections suggest that the

mechanism of current pulse generation in the low pressure SF 6 glow discharge

is a positive column effect, which takes place at a critical mean electron

energy. This implies either the sudden introduction of a new and efficient

electron production process throughout the positive column, or a sudden decrease

in some electron loss process. The responsible process must have a threshold

energy. Evidence as to the nature of the pulse-generating mechanism is provided

by the spectroscopic data of II(v)b, which reveals the sudden onset of excita-

tion of the nitrogen second positive system when a current pulse is generated.

The threshold energy for this excitation is 11.0 eV (Imami and Borst, 1974),

which corresponds closely to the values of mean electron energy estimated from

E/N measurements at pulse onset (see II(v)a), under both d.c. and spark condi-

tions.

On the basis of this evidence, it appears that the current pulses may be

the result of electron production by photodetachment of negative ions caused

by u.v. radiation from the nitrogen of air impurity in the SF 6 discharge. A

possible sequence of processes leading to photodetachment in a mixture of SF6

and nitrogen is as follows:

*
N2 (X 1 E+ )	 e (% llev)	 4-	 N2 (C'il

u
) + e	 (3.2.6f),

*	 *
N2 (C'ff)	 N2 (III )	 by (% 3.7eV)	 (3.2.6g),
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SF6 - + by 	SF6 + e

and	 SF5 - + by 	SF5 + e
	

(3.2.6h).

F	 + by 	F + e

Although photodetachment cross-section data for SF 6 and SF 5 are not available,

it could be expected that considerable photodetachment from these species might

occur, since it is likely that the threshold energies for this process will be

considerably lower than the maximum vertical detachment energies deduced in

Section 1.3.3.(iii). The F concentration is likely to start becoming important

at the relatively high E/N-values at pulse onset and at the moderate gas tempera-

tures measured ('ti 500-600 K) - (see Sections 1.3.3.(ii) and (iii)). Photo-

detachment from the F might thus be expected, since a finite photodetachment

cross-section for this species exists at the photon energies corresponding to

the most intense nitrogen wavelengths presently observed. For example, at the

photon energy corresponding to the 337.1 nm wavelength (i.e. 3.7 eV) the photo-

detachment cross-section is of the order of 4 x 10 18 cm2 , as shown in

Fig. 1.3.3.(ii). The photodetachment threshold (equal to the electron affinity

in the case of atomic fluorine) is 3.4 eV.

Further evidence to support this photodetachment mechanism has been provided

by recent experiments in a new discharge tube and vacuum system, in which it

has been possible to substantially reduce the impurity levels. D.c. SF 6 glow

discharges, under similar conditions of pressure, current and gap length to

those already described, can be maintained in this system without the existence

of current pulses. The system consists of a small glass discharge chamber with

a fixed gap of 8 cm which is free of ground-glass joints and which is connected

via a glass-to-metal seal to an all-metal vacuum system. It uses copper-sealed

"Conflat" flanges rather than ordinary '0'-ring seals. The vacuum system has

an apparent leak-rate of about 0.1 mTorr per hour after adequate pumping and

out-gassing.

Further preliminary experiments with the new discharge tube and vacuum

system indicate that current pulses occur in the low pressure SF 6 glow discharge
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when the air impurity rises above about 1 part in 10 4 of SF 6 . In the discharge

systems used for most of the present work, the leak-rates of arount 5 mTorr

per hour are likely therefore to provide enough nitrogen to generate the current

pulses through the photodetachment process.

Additional evidence is available in support of the proposed photodetachment

mechanism from the results obtained on the variation of current pulse amplitude

with added capacitance across the discharge gap, and from probe measurements of

negative ion-to-electron number density ratios (s-values). As indicated in

Section II(ii)b, and illustrated in Fig. 3.2.6(iv),the current pulse amplitude

increases with added capacitance and saturates at a value of the order of 103

times the base-current. For the discharge conditions shown in Fig. 3.2.6.(iv)

(i.e. for p = 2.5 Torr, d = 11 cm, base-current = 3 mA), a careful observation

of the gap voltage has revealed that the rate at which the latter collapses

during a current-pulse, decreases with increasing added capacitance. Thus for

no added capacitance, a collapse of 370 volts occurs in approximately 400 ns,

giving a decay rate of approximately 0.92 V ns 1 . As the capacitance is

increased, the gap voltage collapses by a smaller amount during a current pulse

and takes longer to decay. Thus for the 30000 pF capacitor, the voltage

collapses by only 140 volts and decays in 1800 ns, giving a decay rate of

0.08 V ns 1 , This is a decrease of over 90% in the decay rate, and obviously

indicates that as larger capacitance values are added across the discharge

tube, the gap voltage is maintained closer to the pulse-onset value for much

longer. If photodetachment occurs, the mean electron energy will thus be held

close to the threshold value for longer times, and this would allow many more

negative ions to become photodetached by the nitrogen radiation. The satura-

tion pulse amplitude suggests that there comes a stage where a maximum number

of negative ions in the discharge becomes photodetached and where maintaining

the gap voltage close to the photodetachment threshold for longer times has

no further effect.
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The value of 10 3 for the ratio of saturation pulse amplitude to base-

current suggests therefore that the negative ion-to-electron density ratio (f3)

in the inter-pulse phase must be of this order of magnitude. This correlates

quite well with the results of the Langmuir probe analysis in Section II(v)c,

where 13-values of the order of 10 3 were measured. The probe measurements

were of course made in the absence of current pulses, but at the higher dis-

charge currents (`L 1.5 mA) considered in the latter measurements, conditions

are likely to be somewhat similar to those existing in the interpulse phase

of a 3 mA discharge containing pulses.

Among other mechanisms that may be considered as being responsible for

the current pulses, is a sudden increase in ionization. A sudden increase in

electron-impact ionization requires a sudden increase in E/N, which does not

occur. The onset of two-stage ionization is a possibility, although no appro-

priate mechanism is known to have a threshold around 11 eV in the SF 6 /N 2 system.

Another possible mechanism is a sudden decrease in the rate of electron loss.

In the low current SF 6 positive column, electron loss occurs mainly through

attachment. A decrease in the attachment rate requires either a sudden increase

in mean electron energy or a sudden decrease in neutral SF 6 concentration. The

results of the measurements of E and N show however that neither of these

occurs at the onset of a current pulse.

The results and analysis described here indicate the important part that

can be played by an impurity in the behaviour of SF 6 spark and d.c. discharges.

Obviously, there is much scope for further work on this current pulse phenomenon.

On the experimental side, the effect of controlled addition of nitrogen to the

pure SF 6 discharges needs to be examined. On the theoretical side, the establish-

ment of a quantitative photodetachment model is an ultimate goal. This will

require a detailed knowledge of the concentration of the nitrogen impurity in

the SF 6 , together with cross-sections for excitation of the nitrogen second

positive system, and the cross-sections for photodetachment of all the negative

ion species, as a function of electron energy in SF 6 /N 2 mixtures.
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3.2.7 The Dissociated Glow Phase, tD-tE

At overvoltages below about 100%, the electronegative glow phase in the

SF 6 sparks presently studied, slowly decays and no further discharge transi-

tions are observed. Above this overvoltage however, the transition to

another quasistable glow phase, termed the dissociated glow, takes place

at time t
D
 (see Fig. 3.2.2.(ii)). At overvoltages up to about 145%, this

phase lasts for a couple of milliseconds and then decays, while above this

overvoltage, a transition to an arc discharge (at time t
E
) is often observed,

provided a low enough series resistance is used (as is done with the movable-

electrode chamber).

The present section deals with the transition to the dissociated glow

phase, the dissociated glow phase itself, and its subsequent decay when

arcing does not occur.

3.2.7.(i) Results 

(a). Observations made from current and voltage oscillograms

The i-t and V-t characteristics of Fig. 3.2.2.(iii) and (iv) clearly

reveal the transition to the dissociated glow phase, at time t D . The current

is seen to increase, in the case of the 1.5 Torr, 9 cm spark pulsed at 3.0 kV

(Fig. 3.2.2.(iii)a) from 400 mA to 1.4 A while, in the 0.8 Torr, 1 m spark

pulsed at 12.00 kV, the current increases from 5 mA to about 720 mA (see

Figu ,:es 3.2.4.(iii) and (iv)). From Fig. 3.2.2.(iii), the amplitude of the

dissociated glow current can be seen to increase as the applied overvoltage

is raised.
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Other observations that are apparent from the oscillograms are the

decrease in the time to the transition, as well as in the actual time of

transition, with increasing overvoltage, and also the noise and current

instability which suddenly appear after the current has started to increase

at the transition, and which then persist throughout the dissociated glow

phase.

Using the current and voltage data from each of the three sets of

oscillograms of Fig. 3.2.2.(iii), calculations have been performed to determine

the total energy (E) delivered to the gap from breakdown until time t D . This

has been done using the equation

E =	 D Vi dt
	

(3.2.7a)

to

where i and V are the instantaneous gap current and voltage respectively, and

t is the time. The calculations reveal that the energy input up till time t
D

for the three separate discharges represented in Fig. 3.2.2.(iii), is the same

to within 5%. An average energy input of (4.7 ± 0.2) x 10 2 J was obtained.

The significance of this finding will be discussed in Section 3.2.7.(ii).

(b). Interferometric measurements

From the measurements made of changes in absolute plasma refractivity

using the Lee-Woolsey interferometer, and of radial plasma refractivity

gradient using the modified Jamin interferometer, useful information has been

obtained regarding the discharge transition at time tip.

Figure 3.2.4.(v) shows that the axial plasma refractivity in the 0.8 Torr,

12.00 kV SF 6 spark pulsed in the metre chamber, suddenly increases at time t
D

to a value in excess of the initial refractivity. As discussed in Section 3.2.4,

this suggests a sharp increase in particle density at time t D , to a value in

excess of the initial particle density. The oscillogram of Fig. 3.2.4.(iv) shows

very clearly that the increase in particle density begins precisely at time

t
D' 

and no later.
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Figure 3.2.4.(ii), which shows a typical plot of the temporal variation

in the radial plasma refractivity gradient in a 0.55 Torr, 10 kV SF 6 spark

(pulsed in the metre-gap), indicates that there is no observable variation

in the refractivity (and hence density) gradient until about 40 ps after the

commencement of the current rise at time t D . This can be more clearly seen

from the Jamin interferometer trace of Fig. 3.2.4(i).

3.2.7.(ii) Discussion

A theory often used to account for current increases in many ordinary

discharges, is one based on the development of a radial thermal gradient

(Rogoff, 1972:- see Section 1.1 of this thesis; Marode and Bastien, 1978).

The increase in axial temperature which occurs as the discharge current

flows, brings about a decrease in axial gas density (N) and hence an increase

in axial E/N, for constant E. The resultant increase in ionization causes

further gas heating in the axial region and leads to a further rise in the

axial E/N. This process is cumulative and a large current increase may thus

result.

If such a mechanism is responsible for triggering the current increase

presently observed in the SF 6 spark, then the radial gradient in gas density

off-axis should be observed to steepen as a function of time before the onset

of the main current increase. As mentioned in the previous section, this is

not observed to occur until about 40 ps after tD . The experimental uncertainty

of every point of the refractivity gradient curve of Fig. 3.2.4.(ii), is

± 9.5 x 10-8 cm 1 . Using equation 3.2.4i, this implies that the average

particle density gradient between the two laser beams of the Jamin inter-

ferometer (located 6 mm and 10 mm off-axis) lies within 3.3 x 10 15 cm 4 , until

40 ps after time t
D
. From these measurements therefore, it appears unlikely

that the current-rise at time t
D
 is caused by an increasing radial gradient

in E/N. Indeed Figures 3,2.4.(1) and (ii) suggest that it is the increase

in current at time t
D
 which initiates a significant increase in the E/N-

gradient.
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On the basis of the results presented in Sections (ia) and (ib) above,

it appears that an appreciable degree of dissociation of the gas starts to

occur at time tD . Support is available for this suggestion, from both calcula-

tion and experiment.

A calculation has been performed to determine the average gas temperature

at time t
D' 

on the assumption that most of the energy delivered to the gap

up till that time is used up in heating the gas molecules. This assumption

is plausible on the grounds that (i) radiation energy losses are likely to be

small at the low currents in the electronegative glow phase and at the low

pressures operated at, and (ii) heat losses through wall-diffusion will be

small since the thermal conductivity of SF 6 plasmas at temperatures below that

of dissociation, is low (see Section 1.3.2.). It is likely that the gas will

be heated mainly through inelastic electron-molecule collisions, in particular

through the absorption of energy by the SF 6 molecules into the numerous

vibrational modes of excitation. The energy absorbed by the gas up until

time t
D
 can be written as,

tD

Vi dt = NAR,C
v
AT
	

(3.2.7b),

to

where N is the gas number density, A the discharge cross-sectional area,

Q the gap length, C the specific heat at constant volume per SF 6 molecule,v 

and AT the temperature rise in the column during time t. As mentioned

earlier, the energy delivered to the gap until time tD , Eor the discharges

represented by the oscillograms of Fig. 3.2.2.(iii), is equal to 4.7 x 10 2 J.

C
v
, which is equal to 1.8 x 10 22 JK 1 , represents a mean value over the

temperature range of interest (300 K T 2000 K) - (:ANAF Thermochemical

Data, 1965), N is taken as 4.9 x 1022 m 5 , 2, is equal to 9 x 10 2 m, and A

is taken as 3.8 x 10 5 m2 (On the basis of observations made of d.c. SF6

discharges operating at similar pressures, and at currents similar to those
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of the electronegative glow phase, the discharge column of the SF 6 spark

in the latter phase, is assumed to be radially contracted to a diameter of

7 mm). Assuming an initial gas temperature of 300 K, the calculation yields

a gas temperature 1850 K at time tD in the constricted discharge. This

temperature is high enough for appreciable thermal dissociation to occur,

on the basis of a semiempirical calculation made in Section 1.3.2 from which

it was shown that the temperature for 'half-dissociation' in SF 6 is about

1250 K for a gas pressure of 1 Torr. (This latter calculation assumes that

the dissociation temperatures of Frost and Liebermann (1971) at pressures of

1 Atmosphere and above, can be extrapolated to give values at low pressure.)

The discrepancy between the calculated and predicted temperatures could

be accounted for by finite heat loss.

Further supportive evidence has been obtained for this dissociation

hypothesis by a comparison of Fig. 3.2.4.(v) with corresponding curves

showing changes in axial plasma refractivity in hydrogen and argon sparks

under roughly similar spark conditions. Hydrogen has been chosen because

it has a dissociation energy of 4.48 eV, which is comparable with that of

SF 6 , and argon has been chosen because it cannot dissociate. The curves

obtained for hydrogen and argon are presented in Fig. 3.2.4.(vi)b, c and d,

where the SF 6 curve is included for comparison (Fig. 3.2.4.(vi)a). It can

be seen that when an 8 Torr hydrogen spark is pulsed in the metre-gap at

11 kV, the curve obtained (Fig. b) is closely similar to that of SF 6 , with

a sharp increase in plasma refractivity and hence density, following the

initial decrease. However, at lower applied voltage (7 kV) and pressure

(4 Torr) the hydrogen curve (Fig. c) appears rather similar to that of a

0.8 Torr argon discharge pulsed at 4.5 kV (Fig. d), for which there is a

decrease in plasma refractivity, with no subsequent sharp increase as found

in Figures a and b. These results can be accounted for in terms of the exist-

ence or non-existence of thermal dissociation. It is suggested that in the

high voltage case (Fig. b) for hydrogen, dissociation occurs, whereas at

lower voltages (Fig. c) the hydrogen fails to dissociate.
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On the basis of the above observations together with the gas temperature

calculations, it is concluded that thermal dissociation of the SF 6 gas occurs

at time tD.

The primary dissociation process will be

SF 6	SF5 + F	 (3.2.7c).

Obviously when dissociation occurs, there will be a drop in the neutral SF6

concentration. From Section 1.3.3.(ii) it can be seen that at least six

different gas reactions exist (excluding electron transfer reactions), which

require the neutral SF 6 molecule for negative ion formation. It might be

expected therefore that a loss of neutral SF 6 will reduce the net attachment

rate. This could be expected if direct electron attachment to both SF 5 and F

are inefficient processes in comparison to negative ion formation involving

SF 6 . No information appears to be available on direct electron attachment to

- 	
iSF 5 . Presumably a vibrationally excited negative ion state ((SF 5 ) ) is

formed in this process. Whether stable SF 5  ions will be formed from the excited

- *
ion, will depend on whether the life-time of (SF 5 ) against autodetachment is

large compared to the mean free time between molecular collisions at the

- *
pressures presently used. If the latter is not the case, then the (SF 5 ) will

suffer spontaneous detachment before it can be collisionally stabilized (see

Section 1.3.3.(ii)). With regard to the fluorine atom, direct electron

attachment could occur either by radiative or three-body attachment. It is

likely however that the radiative capture cross-section of F is much smaller

(as is that of SF 5 ) than the cross-sections for the attachment processes

(reactions 1.3.3d and 1.3.3e) involving neutral SF 6 . It can also be expected

that at the low pressures presently used, the three-body attachment process will

be insignificant.

The possibility of the current increase at time t
D
 being due to an increase

in the rate of ionization cannot be excluded, but appears unlikely in view of

the high ionization potential of F (18.6 eV). No information appears to be

available regarding direct electron impact ionization of SF5.
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The onset of dissociation of SF 6 at time t
D' 

leading to a reduction in

the attachment rate in the positive column, will provide an increase in

discharge current. The increasing current will accelerate the rise in gas

temperature and hence the rate of dissociation. This cumulative effect will

lead to a rapid rise in discharge current and ultimately to the establishment

of a new glow discharge phase, the dissociated glow. Compared to the preceding

electronegative glow phase, the positive column of the higher current dissocia-

ted glow phase is maintained at a temperature high enough for substantial dis-

sociation to occur. A further consequence of the higher temperature is a lower

value of 8, the ratio of the negative ion-to-electron concentration, in the

column.

An increase in overvoltage increases the power input for the positive

column during the transition process from time t
D
 to the final establishment

of the dissociated glow. As observed, this decreases the duration of the

transition, since the equilibrium temperature of the positive column is reached

more rapidly. The dissociated glow current is also seen to increase with

overvoltage. This suggests increased dissociation as a result of a higher

equilibrium temperature in the column.

The high frequency noise and current instability which are observed to

be initiated some time after the commencement of the current transition and

which persist throughout the dissociated glow phase, are conspicuous on all

the current and voltage oscillograms. Two possible causes are suggested for

this instability. It may be that due to the increased concentration of

fluorine atoms after dissociation, electrode-fluorine interactions in the

form of anode and cathode spots, bring about the instability. This form of

instability has been presently observed to occur in the constricted d.c.

SF 6 discharge at high currents. An alternative possibility is that the insta-

bility is associated with variations in the direction of radial diffusion

of the negative ions in the positive column. It is known (Arutunian and

Galechian, 1979) that when the 8-ratio falls below a critical value (which is
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dependent on the positive (or negative) ion-to-electron mobility and

temperature ratios) the direction of negative ion diffusion in the ambipolar

field reverses from one of outward-going motion, to one directed inward

towards the discharge axis. Calculations using the negative ion ambipolar

diffusion equation of Arutunian and Galechian, show that for the present dis-

charges at the time of the current transition, the critical 	 is of the

order of 10 3 (taking -=-= 10 3 , T = 10 4K and T
+
 = T 

gas 
= 10 3 K). The value

e 

of (3 in the dissociated glow phase is likely to be in the region of this

critical value and radial oscillations of negative-ions could be a possible

result.

When arcing does not take place, the current in the dissociated glow

gradually decreases as the charge on the circuit capacitor is dissipated: this

is seen in the current trace of Fig. 3.2.4.(iii). From Fig. 3.2.4.(v), it can

be seen that from 2 to 12 ms after breakdown in the 0.8 Torr, 12 kV spark, a

gradual decrease followed by another increase in the axial plasma refractivity

occurs. The trough is presumably caused by rapid outward diffusion of the mole-

cules (and atoms)under the large radial concentration gradient produced by dis-

sociation. At this stage, a competition exists between the outward diffusion

leading to a decrease in axial plasma refractivity, and dissociation leading

to an increase.

After about 16 ms, the current in the 0.8 Torr, 12 kV spark has decreased

appreciably, with a simultaneous cooling of the gas and reassociation. A

decrease is thus observed in the gas refractivity. At about 24 ms after break-

down, the thyratron anode voltage collapses below the conduction maintenance

value and the thyratron becomes open-circuited. As a result of this, a polarity

reversal occurs across the discharge tube which induces current flow in the

reverse direction. The current amplitude in this reversed phase is small

1 mA) and cannot be resolved on the current trace of Fig. 3.2.4.(iii).

During this phase, the axial plasma density continues to collapse and does so to

a value below the original gas density, presumably due to continued outward dif-

fusion. Restoration of the original insulating state then follows.
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3.2.8 Some Further Supportive Evidence for the 
Occurrence of Attachment and Molecular Dissociation
in the Glow Phases of the SF 6 Spark: The Study of 
SF6/Argon Sparks 

Further support for some of the effects of electron attachment and mole-

cular dissociation in the SF 6 glow phases described in Sections 3.2.6.1,

and 3.2.7, has been obtained by examining the effect of adding argon to the

SF6 discharges. Argon has been chosen in this study, on account of its inert-

ness and because neither attachment nor dissociation occurs in it. Argon/SF6

mixtures of total pressure 1 Torr have been pulsed in a 9 cm gap, using an

applied voltage of 2.35 kV. The results obtained are shown in Fig. 3.2.8.(i)

where the time-scale is logarithmic to highlight the variations in current.

The oscillograms gradually vary in form between those for pure SF 6 and pure

argon. They show how both processes are attenuated as the argon/SF 6 ratio

increases. In the electronegative glow phase, as the argon content is increased,

and attachment rates decrease, the currents in this phase become higher. With

diminishing molecular content, the effect of dissociation, although it obviously

still occurs, becomes less significant and the current rise into the dissociated

glow phase, less distinct. The current trace for pure argon shows no sign of

collapse and regrowth, but maintains a steady amplitude. In this quasistable

phase, ionization is balanced by ambipolar diffusion losses (there is no attach-

ment, and because the pressure is low, volume recombination losses are negligible).

Further evidence suggesting that the current collapse is due to electron

attachment, was obtained when observing the shape of the argon current trace,

after the electrodes were initially cleaned using a commercial degreasing agent.

Under these conditions, a significant degree of collapse in the argon current

trace was observed. It was subsequently found that the degreasing agent con-

tained large quantities of "Freon" (C C92F2/C C9 2 F4 ), which is highly electro-

negative (Meek and Craggs, 1978).
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3.2.9 The Glow-Arc Transition, tE-tF

3.2.9.(i) Observations 

By increasing the applied overvoltage above about 140% and keeping the

external series resistance relatively small ('1, 1 1(2), it has been possible

to generate the arc phase in the movable electrode chamber. To readily pro-

duce the glow-arc transition, however, it has been necessary also to use a

special cathode rather than the stainless-steel disc electrode used for all

the experiments described to this stage. As described in Section 2.1, this

special cathode consists of a stainless-steel disc embedded in a machinable

ceramic casing such that the front surface of the steel disc and casing are

flush with one another.

Analysis of the glow-arc transition and the subsequent discharge has been

made using current and voltage oscillograms, and electron micrographs of the

cathode surface taken before and after the occurrence of a single spark which

includes the glow-arc transition.

The glow-arc transition is represented in Figures 3.2.2.(i) and (ii) as

the sudden discontinuity in current and voltage which is triggered during the

dissociated glow phase at time t E . As indicated in Section 3.2.2, the

oscillogram of Fig. 3.2.2.(i) represents the current and voltage development

in a 3.0 Torr, SF 6 spark pulsed at 3.0 kV in a 4.0 cm gap using the metal-

ceramic cathode unit. The oscillogram shows that at the transition, the current

increases from 600 mA to 1.5 A and the voltage collapses from -2100 volts to

-1200 volts. This transition occurs in a time less than 20 ns, and is followed

by a more gradual transition to a quasistable high current (2A) and relatively

low voltage (600 volts) phase which becomes established at time t F . A visual

inspection of the cathode surface reveals that when the spark includes this high

current, low voltage phase, a bright luminous spot always forms at the boundary

between the metal cathode and the adjacent ceramic insulator. This observation

is consistent with those made in an iodine spark when a metal-insulator cathode

configuration is used (Lewis and Woolsey, 1981) - (see Section 1.2.2 of this

thesis).
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The time of occurrence of the glow-arc transition is found to be variable

from shot-to-shot, and on some occasions it is observed to be triggered during

the electronegative glow phase.

As indicated earlier, an electron-microscope photographic study has been

made of the cathode surface. Before doing this, the discharge conditions were

first set so that the transition could be readily obtained using the metal-

ceramic cathode. Following this, a new metal-ceramic cathode of identical

macroscopic dimensions, was made. This unit was polished with fine emery paper

and then with "Brasso", and was subsequently dismantled into its metal and

ceramic components and thoroughly washed in petroleum spirits and distilled

ethanol. By doing this, most of the metal and ceramic shavings, and any grease

lodged in the micro-crevices and on the exposed surfaces during manufacture,

were eliminated. The unit was then re-assembled, washed again in distilled

ethanol and thoroughly dried before inserting into the discharge chamber.

The SF 6 pressure, gap-length, applied voltage and series resistance were

then set to 2.0 Torr, 4 cm, 3.0 kV and 1.0 kQ, respectively, and a single

discharge shot was fired. A luminous cathode spot was observed at a point

on the metal-ceramic boundary. The current and voltage oscillograms showed

an arc current of 2.5 A and an arc voltage of 500 volts. The transition

occurred from the dissociated glow phase at a current of approximately 700 mA.

It was observed however, that the arc was maintained for only about 1 ms

before a collapse into the dissociated glow phase occurred. Then another glow-

arc transition occurred and the arc phase was maintained again for another

500 ns, before gap recovery commenced. A voltage oscillogram is available,

which shows the latter phenomenon in a 1.8Torr SF 6 spark pulsed in a 6.5 cm gap

at 3 kV. This is shown in Fig. 3.2.9.(i).

Following the single-shot experiment, the cathode unit was carefully

removed from the discharge system and viewed under a Jeol scanning electron

microscope (Model JSM-35). It was found that the central zones of the metal

cathode were free of any markings due to the discharge. However, a number of

micro-craters were ul:cerved in the peripheral zones. Most of the cathode
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Fig. 3.2.9.(i) Oscillogram showing the voltage trace of a 1.8 Torr

SF 6 spark pulsed in a 6.5 cm gap at an applied gap

voltage of 3.0 kV and at an overvoltage of 150%.
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Fig. 3.2.9.(ii) Electron micrograph showing a typical section of

the cathode metal-insulator boundary, prior to

sparking. The horizontal white line at the bottom

of the micrograph represents a scale of 10 pm.
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Fig. 3.2.9.(iii) Electron micrograph showing a region of the cathode

metal-insulator boundary after one SF 6 spark.

The scale shown represents a length of 100 pm.

Fig. 3.2.9.(iv) Electron micrograph showing another region of the

metal-insulator boundary which has been affected by

the same spark responsible for the melting shown in

Fig. 3.2.9.(iii). The scale shown represents a length

of 100 pm.
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Fig. 3.2.9.(v) Electron micrograph showing the molten mound portrayed

in Fig. 3.2.9.(iv) under larger magnification. The

scale shown represents a length of 10 pm.
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damage occurred at the metal-ceramic boundary in the vicinity of the observed

cathode spot. The damaged boundary regions are shown in Figures 3.2.9.(iii),

(iv) and (v). Figure (ii) shows a typical section of the boundary zone before

the discharge was fired: the ceramic can be seen to be very uneven and jagged

and a micro-crevice of about 25 pm in width is seen to separate the metal

electrode from the adjacent ceramic. The metal is underexposed in this photo-

graph because the cathode unit was not gold-filmed in the conventional manner

(as was done, for example, in the case of Figures (iii), (iv) and (v), after

the discharge shot was fired.). Nevertheless, the machine-cutting grooves and the

sharp metal boundary are apparent in Fig. (ii). Figures (iii) and (iv) show the

zone of cathode spot activity. Six distinct mounds, due to localized heating

and melting are apparent. Five of these (Fig. (iii)) are interconnected by

thin strips of boundary which have also suffered melting, while the sixth and

largest mound (Fig. (iv)) exists on its own, some 500 pm along the boundary,

away from the other five. No other mounds or signs of melting could be observed

at any other location on the boundary. Figures (iii) and (iv) also show the

micro-craters, and molten tracks coinciding with the original machining marks.

The micro-craters vary in diameter from about 1 pm to 25 pm. Figure (v) shows

the isolated mound of Fig. (iv) under greater magnification. It can be seen

that the intense heating which has occurred, has also caused melting of the

ceramic adjacent to this mound. From Fig. (iv) it can be seen how the cathode

spot activity has carved away a section of the boundary and caused the molten

metal to accumulate to one side, forming the mound.

3.2.9.(ii) Discussion

The sudden collapse in the gap voltage at time t E , by the order of the

cathode fall potential ('l, 1000 volts) - (consider Fig. 3.2.2.(i)), together

with the appearance of a cathode spot, suggests that a cathodic glow-arc

transition occurs, which is characterised by a sudden change in the mechanism

of cathode electron emission. An arc-cathode is likely to exist at this stage

with the cathode fall collapsing to the order of the ionization potential of

SF 6 . The relatively large voltage (% 600 volts) which remains across the gap
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during the quasistable arc phase, however, suggests that thermal ionization

in the positive column does not occur. If this process were to occur, the

column field would collapse to the order of a few volts per cm. In the iodine

spark, as studied by Lewis and Woolsey (1981), the gap voltage first collapses

from -3 kV to -600 volts at the glow-arc transition, and then proceeds to

collapse in a step-like manner to less than 50 volts when thermal ionization

processes in the column have become established. At this stage the arc

current is 5A and arc temperature, 5000 K. In the present work, as mentioned

in (i), the gap voltage collapses from -2100 volts to -1200 volts at the sharp

transition at time tE , and then from -1200 volts to -600 volts by time t F . A

visual inspection of this spark indicates that the discharge is well constricted

when the arc phase occurs, but is not filamentary as observed in iodine by

Lewis and Woolsey. It appears therefore that in the present SF 6 spark,

although the cathode processes change from glow to arc, the positive column

remains glow-like, being controlled by electron-impact ionization rather than

by thermal ionization. The combination of applied overvoltage ( q) 150%) and

series resistance (1 kQ) act to limit the amount of energy delivered to the

SF 6 arc phase. In the iodine spark of Lewis and Woolsey however, a larger

applied overvoltage ( q) 265%) and smaller series resistance (500 0) allow more

energy to be supplied to the arc phase. This fact coupled with the fact that

iodine has a thermal conductivity an order of magnitude smaller than that of

SF 6 in the temperature range from 1000 K to 5000 K (Lewis, 1975), implies that

the iodine spark heats up more efficiently, thus allowing the temperature to

rise to the level at which thermal ionization processes become important

('\ 5000 K - see Lewis and Woolsey, 1977). Heat losses in the SF 6 spark however,

due to the relatively high thermal conductivity of SF 6 at about 1250 K for pres-

sures of the order of 1 Torr (see Section 1.3.2), may serve to prevent the column

temperature from rising to the thermal-ionization level. As a consequence, even

though the column temperature is certainly high enough for thermal dissociation

to occur, it remains controlled by electron-impact ionization processes.

The two possible mechanisms by which a cathodic glow-arc transition can

occur are (i) thermionic emission or (ii) field emission. It seems unlikely
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that thermionic emission triggers the glow-arc transition. This is because

the currents flowing during the electronegative and dissociated glow phases

are too small (ti mA) to provide sufficient energy to the cathode to raise its

temperature high enough for thermionic emission to occur.

The regular appearance of cathode spots on the boundary between the metal

and ceramic, suggests that the more likely mechanism by which the glow-arc

transition is triggered, is by field emission. During the glow phase, the

insulating ceramic surface adjacent to the metal cathode can become charged by

positive-ion bombardment, so that the electric field at some point close to

the cathode-insulator boundary eventually becomes large enough for field

emission of electrons from the cathode to occur (Lewis and Woolsey, 1981).

This is likely to happen at a point on the boundary where an irregularity in

the cathode surface has already provided some electric field enhancement.

Boyle and Haworth (1956) suggest that electrons emitted by field emission can

lead to arc spot formation in the following way. Each field emission electron

produces a small Townsend avalanche and the space-charge field thus created,

enhances the existing cathode field. This induces further field emission,

and the resulting cumulative process brings about the formation of a cathode

spot and hence a glow-arc transition.

The high current density and resultant high temperature cathode spot

result in the vaporization of metal and insulator at the boundary. A lower

limit to the cathode emission current density after the transition,can be

estimated from the current and the total melted area of the cathode surface.

This measurement yields a lower limit since it is not known whether all the

melted zones contribute simultaneously to the emission current during the arc

phase. Further, Figures (iii) and (iv) suggest that the arc spot travels

along the boundary (as is discussed below), so that the total melted area

must yield a lower limit to the current density estimate. Neglecting the

micro-craters on the cathode surface, the cathode current density is estimated

using the approximate area of the melted boundary zones in Figures (iii) and

(iv), to be of the order of 5 x 10 8 Am-2 . During the arc phase, it is expected
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that there will be some contribution from thermionic emission due to the

high temperatures produced at the cathode spot.

The time spent in the arc phase appears to depend on the availability

of a high-field region at the cathode. It appears that the cathode spot

travels around the metal-ceramic boundary, until it reaches a location where

the field is too low to maintain the arc phase (for example, where the micro-

crevice between the metal and ceramic is too wide, or the positive ion build-up

on the ceramic is inadequate). When this occurs, the discharge returns to the

dissociated glow phase until such time as the field at some point on the bound-

ary is large enough to regenerate field emission and the glow-arc transition.

Under the discharge conditions for which the electron micrographs were taken,

two quasistable arc phases were observed before gap recovery occurred. It

is suggested that the zone of boundary melting shown in Fig. (iii) is associated

with one of these arc phases, while the independent zone of boundary melting

shown in Fig. (iv) is connected with the other.

The micro-craters observed on the metal surface are probably due to

localized field emission from thin layers of insulating impurity which have

become externally charged up by positive ion bombardment. It has been observed

in the present investigations that when a cathode with no metal-insulator

boundary is used, numerous glow-arc transitions can sometimes be obtained, for

which the arc duration is very short (of the order of only a few us). This

could be accounted for by the rapid vaporization of localized insulating films

on the cathode surface due to field emission, and hence the rapid depletion of

a high-field region required to maintain the arc phase. Under these conditions

the discharge quickly returns to the dissociated glow phase where it remains

until another suitably charged insulating film is available to produce field

emission and the glow-arc transition.

The observation that the glow-arc transition in the low pressure SF 6 spark

takes place at currents of the order of mA (as opposed to amperes in non-attaching

gases - see for example, Figures 1.1.(ii),(iii)) can be accounted for in the

same way as was done by Lewis and Woolsey (1981) for the iodine spark. As was
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shown in Section 3.2.6.11, from Langmuir probe measurements in the low

pressure and low current d.c. SF 6 discharge, the negative ion-to-electron

number density ratio 0) in the electronegative glow phase of the spark is
likely to be of the order of between 10 3 and 10 4 . In Section 3.2.7, it was

estimated that f2, would not collapse from this value by a significant factor,

during the dissociated glow phase. Thus even though the spark current during

the glow phases is only of the order of mA, a high positive ion flux may exist

at the cathode, equivalent to that obtained at much higher currents in glow

discharges through non-attaching gases. The glow-arc transition at such low

currents can thus be understood, since the field emission mechanism depends

not on the total discharge current, but on the degree of positive ion bombard-

ment.
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3.2.10 Summary and General Conclusions 

The use of time-resolved oscillographic and interferometric techniques

has allowed the various phases of the low pressure SF 6 spark to be studied.

In addition, an investigation of the low pressure d.c. SF 6 glow discharge

has made it possible to interpret some phenomena common to both the spark

and d.c. forms of glow discharge.

The findings made in the present work with regard to the low pressure

SF 6 spark can be summarized as follows.

The statistical time-lags to breakdown in SF 6 are significantly reduced

by continuous u.v. irradiation of the discharge gap. This can be accounted

for by the availability of suitably located initiatory electrons at the

instant of gap voltage application, due to photodetachment of negative ions.

Upon breakdown, the discharge current sharply increases and then suddenly

decreases to a low amplitude, quasistable glow phase (the electronegative

glow phase) for a time which is inversely proportional to the rate at which

energy is delivered to the gap from the external circuit. The transition

into this low current phase is accounted for in terms of a reduction in the

column field during the space-charge phase and hence by the rapid increase

in the rate of electron attachment due to a decrease in the mean electron

energy. The negative ion-to-electron number density ratio (,3) in this phase

is in excess of 10 3 as shown from Langmuir probe measurements made in the

equivalent low pressure and low current d.c. SF 6 glow discharge. The

'electronegativity' of this phase has also been demonstrated by the effect

of adding argon, a non-attaching gas , to the SF 6 discharge.

A current pulse phenomenon observed in the electronegative glow phase

under specific conditions of applied overvoltage and discharge current, occurs

also at similar currents in the d.c. SF 6 discharge. The experimental evidence

obtained from measurements of the positive column E/N-values, shows that the

current pulses occur at a critical mean electron energy of approximately

11eV. Further,a spectroscopic investigation reveals that the discharge light
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is dominated by the nitrogen second positive band system during the current

pulses. It is concluded on the basis of this and other evidence that the

current pulses are the result of electron production through photodetachment

of negative ions by the u.v. radiation from nitrogen impurity molecules. It

is estimated that the air (nitrogen) impurity has to be in excess of about

1 part in 10 4 of SF 6 in order for the current pulses to occur.

Interferometric measurements of absolute particle densities in the SF6

spark indicate that the current increase at the end of the low current phase

is accompanied by a considerable degree of molecular dissociation. This is

supported by interferometric measurements of absolute number density varia-

tions in hydrogen sparks pulsed at both high and low overvoltages. The

measurements at high overvoltage show a sharp increase in the particle number

density following an initial decrease, as in SF 6 , while measurements in

hydrogen at low overvoltages show that the temporal variation of the plasma

refractivity is more like that of argon, in which dissociation cannot occur.

It has also been shown from an energy calculation that the gas temperature at

the time of the current increase in the central core of the SF 6 spark, is

sufficient for thermal dissociation of the SF 6 molecules to occur. The current

increase into the dissociated glow phase of the SF 6 spark can be accounted

for by a reduction in the overall attachment rate, through the loss of SF6

molecules by dissociation. This is possible if direct electron attachment

to SF 5 and F are inefficient processes compared to negative ion formation

involving neutral SF6.

The electronegative and dissociated glow phases appear to be abnormal

glows. Both have high cathode fall potentials and relatively low discharge

currents.

At percentage overvoltages in excess of 150%, the arc phase can be

obtained provided a small enough series resistance . is used. The presence

of an insulating casing around the metal cathode encourages the glow-arc

transition. A field emission mechanism assisted by the charging up of the
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insulating surfaces in the vicinity of the cathode metal boundary, appears

to bring about the transition.

The comparatively large gap voltage which remains during the arc phase

Of 600 volts) suggests that the positive column remains controlled by electron-

impact ionization as opposed to thermal ionization. In other words, the

positive column during the arc phase remains glow-like, although an arc

cathode exists.

The work of this thesis by no means provides a complete description of

the low pressure SF 6 spark, and considerable potential exists with regard to

future work.

In particular, future studies will benefit enormously from the use of

time-resolved photography and spectroscopy. Photography will provide details

of changes in discharge structure, which can often be useful in the determina-

tion of the processes controlling the behaviour of quasistable phases and the

transitions between them. Spectroscopy will help in determining the dominant

atomic and molecular species at various stages of the spark, as well as

providing information on impurity levels.

The use of an ultra-high vacuum system together with a fine control gas

inlet arrangement would allow a more critical study to be made of the role of

small additions of nitrogen and other gases.

Particular phases and transitions of the SF 6 spark which require further

experimental study include the transition from the space-charge phase to the

electronegative glow phase; the dissociated glow phase and in particular the

current instability phenomenon; and the glow-arc transition.

As already indicated in the introduction of this thesis, very little work

has been done on the d.c. glow discharge in SF 6 . The d.c. glow has been used

in the present work only as an aid to the investigation of certain aspects

of the glow phases of the SF 6 spark. It has been shown however that negative

ions do play a crucial role in d.c. SF6 glow discharges. The present work
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demonstrates also that several diagnostic techniques including Langmuir

probes and interferometry, can be used to provide quantitative data on

attachment processes in SF 6 glow discharges. Further exploitation of these

techniques should lead to detailed information becoming available on d.c.

SF 6 glows, both on the lower current molecular glow, and on the higher current

glow in which appreciable dissociation takes place.
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